WE RAISE
MONEY FOR
AUTISM RESEARCH...
BUT NOT FOR
OUR KIDS' SCHOOLS &
SERVICE AGENCIES?
BY MICHAEL JOHN CARLEY

Many of us, as parents of spectrum kids,
participate in “autism walks” or other events to
raise money for autism research. But we don't
volunteer anywhere near the same capacity for
entities that directly impact our children – our
kids' schools or service agencies. Why?

W

ell, the research walks are well-organized,
their fundraising component is linked to
spreading awareness, we’re thanked adequately by the walk organizers (who engage
us with empathy for our situations), the
events are fun, we get to spend time with folks enduring similar
experiences, and let’s face it – our relationships with the schools
and agencies that serve our kids can be contentious. We too often
have to fight them to get what our kids need, deserve, and are legally entitled to. So given these parameters, our walking (infinitely
more) for research makes sense.
But looking through another, perhaps painfully-obvious lens?
To start, there’s that issue of “entities that directly impact our children.” Of the more than 1,300 funded research projects listed by
the Interagency Autism Committee (IACC)1 in 2014 (which is when
I first looked into this issue for the Huffington Post,2 a comparatively small amount of funding, as shown by the chart below, goes to
towards “services,” and “lifespan” (two of the seven designated
areas wherein autism research – specifically geared towards the living – is defined). Eight percent, to be exact.

The majority goes toward early childhood screening tools, or
examining the biological, environmental, and genetic impact on
autism with an eye toward causation and/or exacerbation.
Furthermore, non-profit research orgs (with the exception of the
Organization for Autism Research3) devote even less of a percentage to studies that would impact present-day families.
By 2016, the last year in which statistics were released in this
format, little had changed (in fact, the 8% was reduced to 7%).
It also makes it extremely disingenuous, therein, for these
organizations to tell us that walking for their walks will benefit
our children, when most of the knowledge we’ll gain from this
type of research – nerve synapses and serotonin levels – may not
impact a working class family with a child with autism… for 30
years!

T

hat all said, the majority funding will result in worthy knowledge, research of a dramatically-higher
scientific value than studies looking at educational
strategies, or hypotheses that ask “How many spectrumites out there need housing?” The higher-brow
knowledge will teach us about areas far outside the autism world
– the human brain, environmental effects – even if it results in
information that wouldn’t trickle down in any meaningful way to
the average, middle-class families for decades.
Part of the reason why our relationships with our kids’ public
schools and state-funded service providers are sometimes as
volatile as they are has to do with the fact that these entities are
too often dramatically under-funded. School boards that shudder
at spending money on a child’s individualized needs, to our sur-
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prise, are not necessarily composed of bad people. Education autism research is worthwhile. That notion is wrong. Due most
budgets are continuously cut, especially in (mostly red) states likely to the actual researchers’ need for studies and publications
that wish to see less overall government and public programs to enhance their careers, the comparable gold mine available to
(such as the brainless “voucher system" in Wisconsin). Not coin- them (when compared with 10 years ago), and the current hype
cidentally, these are states that usually produce little tax revenue. surrounding autism research; some outrageous and/or redundant
Public school employees have been through the ringer, operating hypotheses stand a good chance of getting grants.
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Sigh... I could go on. Think of how many spectrum individuals
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throughs. But there is also trendiness – an existing notion that all from just one of these studies had gone to them.

A
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The autism research community has fallen into a slippery
slope – an ethical limbo wherein the money is high and the ideas
are low, and the research community has shown no willingness
to police itself and publicly call out its more charlatan brothers
and sisters. And unfortunately, it is up to them to do so, not us.
For as easy as it is for a dope like me to consider any scientific
hypothesis a waste of time, only they can truly discern what studies will be valuable, and what studies merely capitalize on the fad
of autism research, pad the bank accounts of clinical professionals, and benefit from our donations, tax dollars, or the miles we
log on autism walks.

S

o, let’s put economic focus on services and education, which is where the future of our kids – the ones
living now – will be determined… unless, of course,
we have the $2.4 million that a child on the spectrum can cost14 through their lifetime. Easier said
than done, I know.
Let’s say you do have an awful relationship with that principal,
or that executive director, one that contains years of fighting back
and forth over the dollars spent on your child.
Well, imagine how that relationship, and your child’s future
might be altered if you surprised the daylights out of that individual, by walking into their office and proclaiming “I know you’re
strapped. Whether you like it or not, I’m organizing a fundraiser
for you.”
Inside, you can still feel the emotions of, or think to yourself,
“YOU may not deserve it. But my kid does.” •
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